The Sky’s Masterpiece
One morning, the sky danced with pastel pinks and purples over the ocean.
The sea was like glass, calm and peaceful. It was a mirror of the sky’s masterpiece.
As the ocean laid still, a gull paddled slowly through the water.
The bird stared down into the deep, blue water, gazing at its reflection.

As he drifted through the water, his small mind floated into the great abyss.
After several calm moments, his gaze was interrupted by movement below the surface.
The bird flinched slightly, then dove and disappeared below the water.
Moments later, he reappeared at the surface and shrieked— a new friend in his beak.

He held a small fish, squirming, flailing, fighting for life.
The bird, about to engulf the fish, lost its grip on the scaly body. Splash!
The fish fell back into the sea,
Swimming from harm,
Swimming to safety,
Swimming for its life.

Everything was tranquil.
And once again, the sea was like glass,
Calm and peaceful,
Reflecting the sky’s masterpiece.
—Cassie Burrows


Songs of my people
I can no longer hear them
As days fade away
—anonymous

Little Leaf
Little leaf, why do you wish to be free?
You toss and struggle upon your branch in the wind.
You pull like a dog on a leash.
The wind whistles within your ear, begging you to follow.

Swish Swish, the wind brushes against your cheek.
Tell me little leaf, why do you wish to be free?
What is freedom to you, little leaf?
What would you wish to do, if freedom was granted to you?
Would you travel far beyond the eye can see?
Where the mountains range, and the icy-blue waters roar.
Or do you simply wish to be detached from your imprisoning tree?
Little leaf, free you are not supposed to be.

Is the sanctuary of the homely oak not where you belong?
There you are safe and secure.
Upon that brown broad oak branch; no lower, no higher.
So tell me little leaf, what more do you desire?
--Benjamin Bullock


The sun is shining.
Yet, misty rain trickles down.
Seven colors gleam.
~ Olivia Burdash

Stolen
I was stolen, at age eight
By a Book that I’ll never recall
Indeed, that leather-bound bandit
Began my heavenward fall

In inked—crinkled!—Pages
My soul found courage to ascend
The blanket of calmness which covered me
Found no corners;
Found no end

An entry in a column of dozens—
A rogue child among the rows—
I, too, found thieving passion
And stole moments to let stillness grow

I found calmness in this chaos
In the churning, turning Plot
Through the turmoil of Reading
In tranquility
I am frequently caught.
~

Jamila Dawkins

That Moment
Between the white lines, lights tall and bright.
Gathered together for a ride, side by side.
Eyes closed hand over heart, praise the anthem.
Envision one running, hustling to slide.
Wide warped wood, swish, through the air.
Practice long over, the moment calls for grind.
Crack, phantom white flies tall and high.
Dig deep for passion, then success one will find.
Eleven on back and brotherhood on chest.
Sweating bullets through the battle of nine.
One lives for these moments, like a young child on Christmas Day.
Victory for the taking, stage set for raking, success can be mine.
Young bird brittle broken wing, determined to fly.
—Michael Molina

There is nothing but steady silence
As sleep threatens me with defiance
And as swiftly as the wind I slip under
But nothing could quell the dream that invades my slumber.
A book rests in my hands, but no words are being read
Instead of words on the page, there are words in my head.
I cannot comprehend the words which are invalid
But that is not the reason I wrote this ballad.
As I “read” ahead, I am overcome with a sense of dread.
Panic fills my heart, and frustration fills my head.
I look at the top of the page as a scene begins to unfold before me
And I see a wave of dark, churning water set free.
The water roars and crashes and rumbles
As it sweeps through the town, making it crumble.
I know that if I finish the words, the flood will cease
But my tongue is stuck in my throat, providing no peace.
It comes closer and closer, “I’m here,” it said.
I want to flee, but my legs have turned to lead.
It gains in speed, coming closer and closer still,
It’s about to reach me until...
Nothing.
—Zoë Reno


+

+

The sky was a painting
A beautiful masterpiece of soft pinks and oranges
In the background the sun was setting, for she was tired
And she sang her final song
--Skylar Murphy

Above the Clouds
Riding on great gusts of air in a silver bird fair,
We saw passing below us miles of pine unfurled.
A chance to be in the air like this was rare.
I felt luxury; like I was on top of the world.
As we came in for a landing we brushed the top of every tree.
The branches creaked and cracked under shining wings.
Touching the ground clicking into a track like a glove.
The great bird raced around the world
Country after country passed by;
People looked on us like we were kings.
From our shining vessel we saw every culture.
I felt rich; even without any gold or rings.
Soaring through the scenic skies

~Matthew Osborne


He surrounds the world in blue
Chasing the soft, golden sand.
Running to the shore like a child at play,
Nothing can stand in his way.
He is a book of wonder,
Housing the mysteries of the world.
Swiftly swaying with those who live beneath.
Standing still at last, the wave has passed.
~Julia Smith

The WELL
Cold stone and deep pit,
wooden roof and bucket too.
What mysteries could be inside of it?
Are they ones that are real to you?
Except for the Well.
A slow hill, a gentle breeze,
everything moves and everything leaves.
Except for the Well.
A heavenly hand changes the ground and trees,
A stone rolls and grass breathes.
Except for the Well.
But what is the well?
What secrets could it hide?
What forces it serves I could not tell,
A master unseen, on its side.
For now, there is death,
The bush shrivels and the trees have stopped blushing
Everything else has lost its breath.
For there is nothing,
Except the Well.......
-- Trey Hollister

The seabirds sang and the wind hummed
The smashing shore bound surf drummed
The refreshing light mist rose of the churning sea
Up the jagged and rock cliffs as if it were to flee.
The seabirds sang and the wind hummed
The monstrous waves boomed as they crashed into the rocky shore
The waves then dissipated and water did soar through the tiny crevices the water did pour
The vibrantly colored seashells like wind chimes jingled together as the sea receded.
The seabirds sang and the wind hummed
The seabirds were statues perched on the cliff, to the whipping wind they were numbed
Their feathers ruffled as the as the birds tucked into their warm nests the wind muffled
The pounding shore so distinct yet distant, comfortably with their chicks the seabirds cuddled.
~Ryan Selander


The morning sun rose quietly, swiftly, surely
The light it provides swims through the sky
For hours it’s powerful rays dominate the earth
The heat sizzles, pops, and cracks,
But as the sun says goodbye, the moon shines high
The wolves whisper weary cries at her light
The wolves are never speechless at the sight
—Nicholas Rivera

Nature’s Wake
We’re at your wake and you’re still awake.
You try to sit up but you cannot break
Through the wood of the coffin that suffocates you,

The wood like steel walls that trap me in here too.
The casket is open, but only a crack.
Only a slit of light cuts through the black,
And only a breath of air seeps on through.
Only enough for one of us two,
And if you die in here, I die with you.
You breathe with a wheeze, you choke on the smoke
Born from the fire I started and stoke.
Higher and higher, the gray clouds will rise
Till the fire burns out and everything dies.
Shh, don’t speak, save your air, save your breath.
I can get us out, I can save us from death.
I just need to change. I just need to wake.
My ways I must change and my walls I must break.

--Kyle Broner

Her eyes are as deep as the sea.
Her smile is the sun,
Looking through the leaves,
Making shadows run.
Her laugh is like a lullaby.

Her hair is the wind,
Blowing, swishing, way up high,
Finding flying friends.
Her heart is like an art.
Her beauty is without compare,
Her eyes and her smile,

Her laugh and her hair.
—J.A.


A wind hits the sea
The sea falls onto the shore
The shore hears the wind
-Bridget McGuire

I Am

I am.
I am light.
I am darkness.
I am blinding
White light.
I am hazy darkness.
I am a lion,
Proud and strong.
I am a wolf,
A hunter of the
dark.
I am a dragon,
A creature
As old as time
Itself.
I am a tiger,
Swift and strong.
I am a snake,
Swift and cunning.
I am a star,
Shinning bright
In the night sky. I
am
Old as Father
Time himself.
I am quirkiness
Itself. I am
Weird. I am
Me, myself
And
I.

~Jonathan Corrigan

The tall, dark, shady tree stood like a guard at a door.
So great, it made the other trees look poor.
So powerful, it could lift a mountain with its root.
Here for so many years, no other tree could be called his peer.
But soon the sinister silver sword came to his part of the forest.
The silver sword left a path of destruction like that of a plague.
Many trees tried to fight, but all fell to its might.
The sword was carried by an army who cared little for the sea of green and brown.
The tree was cut like a blade of grass.
The forest was deafened by its thunderous crash.
Now part of the past, the tree’s mighty shadow shall never again be cast.
~Chris Webb


Intentions
Lay buoyant on their back
Swimming through mixtures,
Lost in all the possible words
That float around in alphabet soup
misconceptions
--K.L

I Am Who I Am
I know who you are.
I see who you are.
I am who you are.
I am who I am.
I am in your heart.
I am in your soul.
I am in your strength.
I am who I am.
I am the True Way.
I am the Spirit.
I am the Father.
I am who I am.
I am in your life.
I am what you see.
I am the Big Bang.
I am who I am.
I am merciful.
I am innocent.
I am almighty.
I am who I am.
I am the victim.
I am the accused.
I am the broken.
I am who I am.
I am Creation.
I am a Adam.
I am an Atom.
I am who I am.
I am everywhere
I am everything
I am everyone
I am who I am.
~Andrew Maguire



Standing bare in their silent ranks
Buds form and bloom with little rest to spare
They will stand stalwartly for the time
But let go again at the end of day
~Bridget McGuire

The Everlasting Peace of Day and Night
A cool breeze floats past the trees
And the summer sun holds a glistening sheen.
The flowers are like dancers, swaying in the light
And the birds are singers of the forest, a beautiful sight.
The rush of the rapids resonates all around
Calmly speaking to the creatures that are out and about.
The everlasting peace of the day
Holds such a bright and promising gaze.
A cool breeze floats past the trees
And the moon awakens as the sun departs for a deep sleep.
The flowers finish their dance with one last plié
And the birds hum their last tune, knowing it is time to fly away.
The pitter patter of the rain echoes throughout the forest
Like tears of heaven caressing those beneath the torrent.
The everlasting peace of the night
Holds such a quiet and mysterious light.
--Alna Joseph


Nature speaks like a dove,
Casting light from its love,
Hands shaking, voices quaking,
Ground-breaking, heart aching,
Why, why, why cast this light?
For I did nothing to deserve,
The light that shines for me each day.
—Tim Leitch

Sonnet
When in the darkness and dead of the night,
I look at the stars, thinking about life,
How great that it is to see such a sight,
To look at it all, forget about strife.
In the morning I wake to the sun’s rays,
And enjoy the earth’s beauty ‘til day’s end.
The birds’ dawn songs are enough to amaze,
Along with the way they fly and ascend.
Seasons will shift, bringing warmth, and then cold,
The trees and flowers will bloom bright, then turn,
Color changes as the autumn grows old,
Drifted fallen leaves are gathered to burn.
All of nature’s charm is ours to behold,
Given by God, its value is like gold.
~ Christopher Kane

She watches waves crash on lonely shores,
Frozen sea of the east.
A hue of deep blue, salt water sprays rocks
With great force, a crash.
Melancholy gray sky,
The frigid air fills her lungs;
The scent of rain fills her nose.
BOOM! Rumbling thunder exclaims.
Slight pitter patter of drops of freezing rain
Sting her skin as she walks alone.
She is an empty room waiting to be filled
Though her heart is warm, her skin is chilled.
-- Amanda Benedetti


Spring
At dawn in the newness of spring,
The sun rises on angelic wings,
Where the winters told are bitter and cold,
In the newness of spring there is much to behold.
In the newness of spring comes beauty and life,
Like the fields of green grass giving one a rare sight,
The freshly formed flowers now dance in the wind,
And all can rejoice when spring begins.
Birds sing and chirp in the sky,
In spring like birds we all fly,
All spirits lift,
The newness of spring is one of God’s gifts.
-- Cameron Bower

His eyes were grey like a storm at sea.
He was the tumultuous thunder in the tempest.
Her eyes were bright like a sunrise-to-be.
She was the essence of joy in the fullest.
Together they stood, admidst the driftwood.
The wind shrieked in their ears relentlessly.
Crack! The waves hit the shore as hard as they could,
Their souls would remain in harmony, endlessly, endlessly.
--Abigail Gagnon-Vishnefsky



The river’s water glistened like glass hitting the light of the sun.
The wind sang sweet songs of sweet joy as it graced through the air,
But it was still quiet enough to hear the buzz of a bee or the splash of a fish.
The lavender lily laughed as the wind tickled it’s face.
The butterfly opened it’s wings of sky blue and fluttered with grace,
It laughed with the lily as they admired the beauty of the day together.
--Elizabeth Greene

A Single Droplet
She dreamt, however often she dared
Of joining those cawing beings in the air
She tried and tried with all her might
But Mother Nature would not grant her flight
One day, though, her sea burned a bright blue
And finally, with the birds she flew
Higher, higher, higher she rose
Far away from any foes
She passed the mountains—out-flew the birds
She saw beauty and wisdom that surpassed words
But all alone, up so high,
The birds and clouds all whizzing by,
A feeling most strange, peculiar, and bizarre
Approached upon finding her friends so far
Across her spread a cold inclination
A forceful need for reparation

From top to bottom, she froze with speed
She pray one day she might be freed
And certain as the rising sun,
Her descent from heaven soon begun
She flitted, fluttered, floated, flew
Down to earth, a place she knew
To her surprise, her friends, too, were frozen
Flaky, intricate, something the wind blows in
But Droplet cared little about the state of her form

Because in good company, she’d always be warm.
Jamila Dawkins

The House
Please Towering Pine
And caressing Vine
Be to these walls relief;
They were my belief.
The House haltingly hails,
“Don’t leave me for your trails.”
But the child no longer listens
And his future brightly glistens.
“Flowers, Flowers everywhere,
Flowers, Flowers take my care,
Flowers, Flowers ocean blue,
Shine like orphan tears so true.”
The wind sighed as the House cried
This lament that the child lied.
+

“Shhhhh,” he whispered, “Leave this crime,
For all things must go in time.”

-- Michael Spear

The Mother
Who are you that gives me water to be blessed in?
Who are you that has a glowing, radiant arrival like the Lamb triumphing over sin?
Who are you that sets me free?
Is it she, that is like a mother to me?
I see she helps give the Quaker his yield
Of brown barley, crunchy oats, and more delights in the field.
She is the Garden where I see she gives the Papist his joy.
For the Papist is me, and I am her dear boy.
--Andrew Maguire


Sunset on the Beach
Waves crash upon the sandy shore
A breeze drifts through air as gentle as whistle
The palm trees lining the shore stand tall
The sun slowly begins to drift away
The colors of the sun were painted across the sky
The sand was drenched in the rays of the sun
The colors shine so bright, but they will fade into the night
The evening is near, the sky is clear
—Alessandra Maucieri

Nature Journey
Running through the trails
The mountain path tells its tales
The trees drop their bright, vivid leaves
Like a bird they dive to the ground
In a bunch you may hear the leaves crunch
A roaring, rapid river cuts through the trail
It is a wall, forcing my journey to end
Running through the trails
--Justin LaRosa


The Calm After the Storm
Her eyes are green like the meadow grass.
His eyes are a deep grey like a storm on the bay.
Her voice is a melody that the birds sing.
His voice is a well, deep but smooth like an ancient stone.
She can hear the brooks talking as they babble along.
The wind whispers in the trees as she walks through the grove.
His chaos leaves silence in the woods’ song.
For him, the trees do not whisper and brooks remain silently sleeping.
They stand together, worlds completely opposite.
Their differences cease to exist when they walk side by side in the forest.
The birds sing their songs full of life and symmetry.
In the forest, they are equal – the bright girl and the dark boy.
-- Elisabeth Luttman

Two Friends
They had walked for two years time
Each moment the darkness collected
When nothing remained as all had left
From the dark minds of the world
The two had walked side by side
Never thinking much of the other
As light was their goal
As they walked along time
They saw the other
And they saw it from each other
To one the other was hope
To the other what it’s really like
They had walked for ten years time
And it had taken them this long
For the other to see their light
Suddenly one turned to the other and to the other
Asked the answers they may possess
“Why has it taken so long for this darkness to end
As light has come to this darkness
In the form of someone I have been with all this time?”
“Why did it take so long for us to see the light in each other?”
They continued on the path of darkness ever increasing
The other stayed to keep the light
They had walked for eleven years time
—Bridget McGuire




Petals are blooming.
Thunder booms in the distance.
Spring is in the air.
~Olivia Burdash

The night is a crying child, preventing me from rest,
So I arise from my bed, and leave my nest.
The night crying so, the loud whoosh of wind
Sends me spinning to the road bend.
The trees sigh in the darkness, as snow falls.
Suddenly, I wish to be back in my four walls.
A tall, towering tree points to a shadow not far,
I see her crying face, her eyes are like black tar
Snow fell softly upon her face and melted like tears down her cheek –
Her face pale, thin, and bleak.
The dark night filled me with terror,
And she paused on me as if I were the error.
When I looked into her face, my heart began to race,
With my eye opened wide, I was laid in my place
--C.M.


The Storm
Rumbling bellows breach the sky
As unrest in the heavens grows.
With lethal force, as back winds blow,
Hailstones rack within a deadly row.
Like grief suppressed, the clouds engorge.
The lightning cracks; in delay, set back,
Thunder, as the proud lion, roarsThe “boom” and bust of heaven’s wrack.
A torrent of rain floods the air,
Quenching the thirsting earth.
Water runs quick, a shot of life,
Striding river to the muddy firth.
When the storm forgets itself,
As the storm begets the calm,
Birds sing songs of grateful joy,
Of heaven’s peace, a natural psalm
--Anthony Perpetua

War Games
Why must we fight for kings and royalty?
Clash! One more sent to the Almighty.
Black versus white and squire kills vassal.
All for what? To die on some king’s castle?
What about sense and sensibility?
Or did we trade that for agility?
Where is God in this mockery of hell?
He is on both sad sides that I can tell.
Now, I have to move up further to save
The King’s brigade from some despot’s own slave.
It is funny to see the Queen regent
Be more brave than the King at his green tent.
Avast lads! Look at the cowards scurry!
Cut of their retreat, and give them fury!
A corned group of rats stuck in a trap.
We shall bring that Bishop back in burlap.

Blast! Encircled ourselves by guards and the knight.
It will be death or victory in this dear fight.
One man down, another falls bloody, too.
Like lambs, we are before a hungry few.
Slash! Crack! Bash! Smack! Pain levied on my back.
The end is near. Limbs lost. Blood, I now lack.
No more tyrants to serve, No more to do.
Curse damned war on this earth, and now adieu.
Rook to G-Seven takes pawn: to H-Eight,
Knight now takes the bloody bishop. Checkmate!
~Andrew Maguire
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